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ABSTRACT

The prima r y reas on fo r t h is investigat ion was to
determine if a simple letterpress test could be used to
predict t he pr i nt qualit y of folding boxboa r d printed
by the offse t method.
The ex perimental plan was to compare the objective
ranking of print quality in the laborato ry prints with
the subjective ranking of print quality in the
commercial prints.

If the rankings correlated

favorably, there would be reason to suspect that this type
of test might be applicable in predicting the millroom
print quality of folding boxboard.
It was found that the hoped-for correlation did
not exist in this particular case primarily because
of sampling procedures.

However, it appears that

an objective range in print quality oan be determined ·
Using these methods in the laboratory.

An idea for further

~ork in this specific area is offered in the conclusion
of this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
In the many paper converting processes, tests
which rapidly a nd ob jec t ivel y ind ic a te the qua l it y
of the converted product are essential.

Ih f ormu la ting

test proc edures, speed is required because of the
continuous nature of most converting processes and
objectiveness is r equired to eliminate t he differences
of personal opirtion which often irritate consumerproducer relations.
In the field of printing, the sear6h for a
laboratory test satisfying the above conditions, while
predicting qualitatively the printability of pa.per
or board, has been continuous.

A test which duplicates

millroom conditions is thought to be the best.
To date, researchers have been unable to duplicate
all production conditions simultan~ously w1t·h one
instrument.
Because of its approximation of pressroom conditions,
the proof press is thought to be a good possibility as
a testing machine and, indeed, much of the research in
this area uses the proof press.

A proof press test

can be rapid, yield results to which . an objective v~lue
can be assigned, a.n d permit printing variables to be
held constant thereby forcing the qualit.y of the print
to rely on the particular substrate being tested,
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Folding bo x board wa s us ed as the sub s t rB te bec a use
of its growing e conomical importance to the i ndus t r y
and because, to date, relativel y little i nves t igation
has bee n carried out in this particular are a of folding
boxboard conversion.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
HISTORICAL
This paper, as have many others, will attempt to
eliminate another small part of the fog of questions
and uncertainties which cover the area of printab111ty
and print quality.

For over thirty years,researchers

have been looking for a simple, reliable, reproducible
test which would predict whether or not a specific
paper, ink, press combination would produce an acceptable
copy of the original.

As yet, no single test has been

found which will predict adequately the printing results
of every paper, ink, and press combination.
Because of the intimate contact of paper and ink
in printing, the variables of papermaking and printing
must be considered together when trying to evaluate
print quality.

Also, because of the large number of

variables in each process, what is generally known as
printability should be divided into printab111ty and
print quality, such that in studying one, the variables
related to the other can be eliminated.

Of course,

they can not be as clear cut as implied.,but the
general princip~e is helpful in s1mpl1fil28 printing
studies.
Printability is described by Diehm as the
ability to put the paper over the press and keep
the press going, doing some kind of printing Job.
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(1)

He desc r ibes print quality as the degree to which the
original copy can be reproduced during the printing process.
Larocque, Axelrod, and Clark define print quality
as the characteristic of a printed sheet to give a clean,
crisp, attractive appearance, with smooth solid blacks
and half-tone illustrations, free from wire marks or other
obJecttonable defects.

Also, the ability to accept

an optimum amount of ink without smudging adjacent
unprinted areas or offsetting at the second impression
cylinder should be considered in print quality (2).
There are those of the opinion that the only way to
determine the print quality of paper is to print the
paper under actual commercial conditions and Judge the
quality of the sheet from the appearance of thP- results (J}.
Obvious faults to this theor7 are that

~) most papermills

are not fortunate enough to have a commercial printing
press available,

~) subjective observations are at the

mercy of the viewing conditions and the temperment of the

viewer (1), and

~) no numerical values can be assigned to

such a spot check made in the pressroom.
Since paper is the substrate onto which ink is laid,

its surface properties play a major role in determining
the final print quality.
Surface composition -which affects ink acceptance
and print density is the result, 1n part, of the types
of fiber used, the treatment they received and the way
in which they are distributed at the immediate surface {·4).
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Because inks have a greater affinity for clay and
other fillers, their amounts and distribution in and
on the sheet greatly affect the print quality (4).
Two-sidedness is a common characteristic of Fourdr1n1er
papers.

Generally the top side has a smooth, close

surface with a high proportion of short fibers, fines
and fillers.

The wtre side tends to have a larger number

of long fibers, fewer fine~ and filler, an i 1• therefore
usually less smooth and more open (4).
Since the trend in container board production is
toward coated top liners, the surface properties which
woUild ordinarily affect printing quality are less important
except where they affect the application of the coatings.
Smoothness, or the lack or lt, affects the regularity
of line and dot .formation to a leaser degree in the offset
process than in letterpress printing (5).
Fetsko felt that smoothness and ink receptivity
or absorba.ncy were the most important properties of
paper which lead to good print quality (6).
Prince felt that smoothness, hardness and brightness respectively, contributed a1gn1f1cantly to the
print quality of newsprint (?).
Castle found that smoothness and elongation of
pa.per correlated well with printing quality (8).
Realizing that the true teat of a paper's performance
is its appearance after printing, one must also inevitably
conclude that 1n many oases the vtaual evaluation ot
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pressroom prints 1s not a sufficient test (9,1).

Factors

such as viewing angle, lighting, and personal opinion,
which affect subjective evaluations, cannot be held constant
without instrumentation.
A printing test is needed which duplicates the appearance obtained in the pressroom.

It must also be rapid,

convenient, and by some means assign a numerical value
to the quality of the test print (9).
Early evaluations of printing quality were usually
visual because instruments·and techniques had not been
fully developed and exploited.

Evaluations which visually

correlated controlled press runs against physical and
printing tests were common, as well as visual evaluations
of proof press tests alone (10,11)0
.As instruments became ava.ilable·and paper-ink
relationships were understood more, researchers began
to apply numerical evaluations to print quality (9,1,12,lJ).
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EXPERIMENTAL
Various testing instruments have been recommended;
smoothness, softness, formation, and air oorosity, to name
a few of the most important, for testing print quality.
These tests have two failing~ when used to evaluate
the print quality of paper,
itself can be misleading,

1) any one test taken by
2) a test method which actually

prints the paper is· to be pre·ferred because of its
approximation of pressroom conditions (9).
Hull and Rogers described a drawdown test {rigid blade)
which shows variations in surface contour and may be
related to sheet formation {14).· Briefly, a weighted
rigid blade is used to draw a specially formulated polybutene-base pigmented· ink over the paper surface at a
constant rate.

The pattern obtained is visually evaluated.

The Ginman 'E test•• has been used to evaluate
·print quality {15).

A ·plate is .inked and printed

on a proof press at a·fixed pressure with siccessively
increa_sing amounts of ink.

_As 'the ink. film increases,

but is st.ill in the thin film area, the percentage that
transfers, approaches, equals, ·then exceeds 50 per dent
of the ink originally present onthe plate.

The Evalue

is the parameter describing the .weight of ink.(gm/m 2 ) on
the plate at which .50 per cent transf~r
.
.
. . is measured.
This test _provides a reasonably precise number for print
.

.

quality evaluation.· The procedure, however, is. cumbersome
and t_ime consuming.
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In 1951, Larocque, Axelrod and Clark presented a
recommended test procedure to the Technical Section
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association - (9).

The

printing test consists of usi.hg a Vandercook No. 4
proof press to make laboratory prints.

The press is set

up with a pressure sensitive bed to measure printing
pressure.

A standard printing pressure of 60 pounds

per square inch is used to print a 6 by 7 inch solid plate.
The standard procedure calls for 2.00 grams of ink on
the standard plate.

A method of numerical evalu.ation

was introduced;
Rink corrected X 100
R paper

100 -

wheres

Rink corrected

The reflectance of the solid
print corrected to the std.
weight of ink.
R_ paper= Reflectance of unprinted paper
z

The numerical value is called the Per Cent Printing
Quality and was found to correlate well with visual
rankings of the prints (9).
Steinburg,·Geffken and Harrman outlined the NPIRI
Printing Wedge Test -.s performed on a hand operated
proof press (15).
troughs

The printing areas of the plate are

li inches wide and approi;imately 6 inches long.

The troughs are formed by ridges which gradually rise from
0 to 0.0006 inches from the surface of the type high

plate.

Excess ink - is placed at the shallow end of the

channel and drawn to the deep end with a special kn1fe.
The actual ink fllm thickness 1n the channel ls then
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Oto 0.4 millimeters deep.

The 0.125 to 0.375 millimeter

poFtion corresponds to tnk thicknesses used in com~ercial
printing.

Pressure variations can be similated by shimming

th~ wedge blocks.

The wedge prints are ranked visually

and attempts have been made to use them as standards.
The wedge test correlates well with pressroom evaluations
and the Ginman 'E test• when used to rank the print quality
of the same type of paper.
Diehm described a method whereby a numerical
designation of printing quality could be made through the
use of the Vandercook proof press (1).

The plate contains

several line screens each present in 90, 70, JO and 10
per cent tones.

The determination of printing quality is

in two parts, the first being the calculation of ink coverage.

wheres

IC=Bi~t =
B9ot =
BP
=

ink coverage
brightness of the 10 per cent tone
brightness of the 90 per cent tone
brightness . of the unprinted pa.per

The second part is the calculation of printing fidelity

(PF), by visually rating the halftone squares.
l

(20 in all) is evaluated by m,agnlfioation.

la.oh square

It is given

a value of 1 if up to 10 per cent of the dots are missing .
and a value of O if more than 10 per cent of th.e dots
are missing.

The same thing is done for broken and

for mia'lapen dots..
would then be

The highest a square oan ·score

3.
--9-

The printing quality is then calculated for each print;

PQ = IC X PF X 100

96

Foss and Cashau introduced the Pr1ntability Index

aa a numerical evaluation of the modified Larocque Test (12).
Pr1ntability Index
Buchdahl, Polglase

2

100 -

(refl. printed) (100)
refl. unprinted

and Schwalbe evaluate half-tone

reproduction by a density method where brightness values
are sxpressed as densities (Density= log

1
) (1)).
Brightness
They relate the ideal print quality to the actual quality
on the assumption that the tone values of the best obtainable print is identical with the tone values predicted by
the printing plate.

A comparison of the ideal brightness

values with the actual brightness values of the halftone print, leads to an objective evaluation of the tone
reproduction.

The actual brightness values of the print

are read directly, the ' ideal brightness is calculated
from Yideal • aY 1 = (1-a)Yo
wheres
a= print area of printing plate
Y1 = brightness of solid print
Yo = brightness of ;u 11pr1nted paper
Yideal = calculated brightness
The relationship between ideal and measured density is
not linear.

In the middle tones the measured density

parallels the ideal density; therefore it is at this
point that the objective parameter 1s calculated.
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t

The objective parameter calculated from the density
method is;
A/X
wheres

A= deviation, 1n the middle tones, of the
actual density from the theoretical
density.
X = overall density difference between
the unprinted sheet and the solid print.

The print area of the printing plate is determined
by photographing the plate using a magnification of
llOX and measuring the area of a large number of dots
on the negative.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Becau se of the extent to wh i ch coated boxboard is
used in the packaging industry, this evalua t ion was based
exclusivel y on coated folding boxboard.
Printed and unprinted samples were obtained from
six different mill runs.

Caliper ranged from eighteen

points to twenty-three points.

All of th e samples were

cylinder board wi t h coated top liner, except sample
number four, which was top coated, bleac hed, fourdrinier
board.
The samples were kept at constant conditions
throughout the evaluation

68 degrees Fahrenheit).

(5oi relative humidity and
Laboratory prints were made

on a Vandercook Proofpress with an adjustable bed, automatic
ink distribution system, and ink monitor.
variables were held constants
feet per second,

The following

1) printing speed at ninety

2) printing pressure at eight and ten

points impression for each sampl·e set, and

3) quantity

of ink on the plate at two grams per square meter.
Through a procedure of trial and error the inking
syatem was set to apply two grams per square meter of I.P.I.

non-drying proofing black ink to the pla~e.

The ink

monitor reading was noted .and used to insure the uniformity
of this variable in all subsequent prin_ts.

Also, for

uniformity, the plate was thoroughly cleaned after each
print, and re-inked by five successive passes of the 1nk&g
rolls, at thlrty second intervals.
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The letterpress plat~ Ap-J,endixn.consis t ed of
60-85-100-110-1)) line screens, each at 5-10- 30-50-?0-90
per cent etch, and one solid area.

It was felt that this

plate adequately represented an7 plate composition which
might be used in a commercial job.
Since the main purpose of this investigation was
the correlation of laboratory print quality, and pressroom
print quality, two methods were used to numerically rate
the laboratory prints.
The solid area of the print was evaluated for its
Printability Index (P.I.) as suggested by Foss and Cashau.
P.I. = 100 - (Rr) 100

Rp
where&

Rr = the reflectance of the printed solid

R0 = the reflectance of the unprinted board
P. 1--. • t .he printabil1 ty index

The half-tone areas, particularly the 100 line screen
50% etch block, was evaluated using the method of Buchdahl,

Polglase and Schwalbe, which was referred to in the
literature survey on page 10, ,'
All reflectances were taken on the Institute of
Paper Chemistry's automatic brightness meter, with no
filter in oosition.
The coding system used on the laboratory prints
has the appearance of a ratio.

The denominator 1s

the sample number . and the numerator 1s the number of
points of impression at which the sample was printed.
Ex.

1/8 is sample one printed .at e1ghtpts. impression.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from Ap oe ndix I, page 19 , the measured
parameter~ Printabilit y Index (P.I.) and De nsity parameter (A/X),
both generate clear-cut numerical rankings for the six
samples.
The Pr1ntab111ty Index (P.I.), page 13, which was used
to ev~luate the solid prints, showed a close correlation
between the eight and ten point impression samples.
The ranking for the eight point impression samples in
order of decreasing quality 1s 4/8,6/8,2/8,5/8,J/8,1/8.
The comparative ranking for the ten point impression
samples is 4(10,6/10,5/10,2/10,J/10,1/10.

Subjective

ranking of both impression sets is the same at 4,6,5,2,J,1.
It can be seen, at this point, that a difference in quality
between samples 5/8 and 5/10 could be detected through
the use of instrument ranking, causing an inversion of
sample rating.

The importance of this small difference

can be argued, but it is important that it could be
detected

objectively and not· subjectively.

It was generally observed that the higher printing
pressure produced prints of slightly higher quality.
The closeness of ranking is to be expected since the only
variable changed was that of pressure.

•
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The Density parameter (A/X), page 10, used to evaluate
the 100 line scree n , 50 per cent etch samples, gives
rankings in which the eight and ten point impression sets
do not relate as well.

The ranking for t ~e eight point

impression samples in order of decreasing quRlity is
2/8,6/8,5/8,4/8,1/8,J/8.

The comparative ranking for the

ten point impression samples ls 2/10,1/l0,6/10,)/10,4/10,5/10.
In this test several inversion points are evident between
the eight and ten point impression samples.

The

inconsistency presented by this objective parameter
emphasizes the need for a greater volume of data in order
to evaluate this test as a control procedure.

It

should be understood that the conclusions and observations
in this paper are made from a meager amount of data and
are only of a preliminary nature.
In comparing the two tests, the eight points
impression in the half-tone set came closest in ranking
with either of the pressure sets of the solid prints.
The caliper difference exhibited no predictable
effect on the correlation within one test or between
tests.
No correlation between the laboratory prints and the
pressroom prints could be made.

Because of the nature

of the offset process, smoothness variations do not have
as great an effect on the final print quality as they do
in the letterpress process.

Due to the compres s ible nature

of the board samples and the smoothness 1nherant to a
coated surface, all of the mill saia.ples exhibited a high

.. 15-

degree of print quality.

At the company where the samples

were obtained a high d egre e of nrint quali t y was typical
of most press runs where ~his type of board was used.
This, along with the fact that each sa~ple set used for
this correlation was from a different mill run with a
differe n t

plate composition, greatly reduced t h e possibility

of a range in print quality in the commercial prints.
Because of the difficulty encountered, lt is felt that
the only way laboratory prints can be ranked and compared
to pr?.vlously ranked commercial prints is to obtain samples
from a single long run.
The concept of a controlled press run was outside the
scope of this paper, therefore no record of the change of
press variables was kept.

This fact further c~olicated

any type of correlation.
Because of the partial success in ranking the samples
it is felt that more work in this area wo u ld give
better results if sa~ples were chosen from a single mill
run.

Roger D. Clemens
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R(u)

---

B(s)

1/8* . 81.69

4.97

51.81

4J.J4

2/8

79.78

J.54

50.28

J/8

76.20

4.14

4/8

81.76

5/8

68.?4

6/8

68.76

Samele

....I

•
I

DATA SUMMARY
ROUGH DATA AVERAGES
D(u)
R(i)
B(h)

D(s)

D(h)

D(i)

-2.08778

-1.30363

-2.28556

-2.36305

41.66

-2.09795

-1.45102

-2.29864

-2.38021

47.31

40.17

-2.11793

-1.38)10

-2.)2511

-2.)960)

3.02

48.45

42.39

~2.08743

-1. 51196

-2.)1471

-2.37273

J.24

42.25

35.99

-2.16286

-1.48940

-2.37420

-2.44373

2.70

42.2?

35.73

-2. 16256

-1.56867

-2.37402

-2.44700

42.?8

-2.08778

-1.41447

-2.29226

-2.)6885

tu
Pl

H

1/10

81.69

J.85

51.02

2/10

79.78

J.43

50.22

41.61

-2.09795

-1.46479

-2.29007

-2.38075

J/10

76.20

J.Jl

46.)4

39.76

-2.11793

-1.48015

-2.)3405

-2.40054

4/10

81.76

3.03

48.18

42.40

-2.08743

-1. 51851

-2.)1723

-2.)7254

5/10

68.74

2.73

40.)2

35.74

-2.16286

-1.56384

-2.)9445

-2.44685

6/10

68.76

2.62

41.04

35.69

-2.16256

-1.581?2

-2.)8686

-2.44747

B(u) = brightness of unprinted paper
R(s) • brightness
solid print

or

R(h) • brightness of 100 line screen, 50 percent etch
R(i) = brightness of ideal halftone
D • log (1/}1 the subaeripts mean the same

*

•tu

The sample code indicate•; in the numerator, the samole number; in the denominator,
the number of points or impression.

><

M

..

.,
DATA SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE PARAMETERS

-

Sample

£!.L_

1/8

19

9).92

0.07749

0.78415

0.09882

2/8

18

95.56

0.08157

o.6469J

0.12609

J/8

18

94.57

0.07092

0.7)48)

0.09651

4/8•

2"0

96.Jl

0.05802

0.56747

0.10224

5/8

2)

95.29

0.06953

0.67346

0.10)24

6/8

22

96.07

0.07298

0.59389

0.12288

A

I

Q

~ -

1'

H

1/10

19

95.29

0.07659

0.67331

0.11)75

2/10

18

95.?0 ·

0.08168

o.6JJ16

0.12900

J/10

18

95.66

0006649

o.6J778

0.10425

4/10*

20

96.29

0.05531

0.56892

0.09722

5/10

2)

96.0J

0.05240

0.59902

0.08748

6/10

22

96.19

0.06061

0.58084

0 .104)5

Cal.
caliper 1n ~1tt006 - of an inch
P.I.,. Pr1ntab1lity Index
A
deviation of actual density value from the idea density Telue
X,. the overall density difference of the solid print and unprinted board
A/X = objective value used to rank the board samples
2

2

•

Fourdrinier board - (bleached and top coated)

0

:1

('1'

•

APPENDIX I I
LETTERPRESS PLATE

NOTE TO THE READER:
The exhibits in Appendixes II and III are copies
which are not faithful reproductions of the originals.
For examination of the originals refer to the original
report filed with the Department of Paper Science and
Engineering.
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SCREEN

60
LINE

70%

:t:
4J
•

'

50%

30%

/0%

5%

8S

LINE

100
LINE

LINE

1/0
LINE

133
LIN$

APPENDIX III
LABORATORY PRINTS
Saaple coding
The coding system used on the laboratory prints
has the appearance of a ratio.

The denominator 1s

the sample number and the nUDlerator ls the number of

points of impression at which the sample was printed.
examples

1/8 1s sample number one printed at
eight points impression.
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